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ABSTRACT

The field of microfluidics has recently been gathering a lot of attention due to the enormous
demand for devices that work in the micro scale. The problem facing many researchers and
designers is the uncertainty in using macro scaled theory, as it seems in some situations they are
incorrect. The general idea of this work was to decide whether or not the flow through micro
diffusers and nozzles follow the same trends seen in macro scale theory. Four testing wafers
were fabricated using PDMS soft lithography including 38 diffuser/nozzle channels a piece.
Each nozzle and diffuser consisted of a throat dimension of 100µm x 50µm, leg lengths of
142µm, and half angles varying from 0o – 90o in increments of 5o. The flow speeds tested
included throat Reynolds numbers of 8.9 – 89 in increments of 8.9 using distilled water as the
fluid. The static pressure difference was measured from the entrance to the exit of both the
diffusers and the nozzles and the collected data was plotted against a fully attached macro theory
as well as Idelchik’s approximations. Data for diffusers and nozzles up to HA = 50o hints at the
idea that the flow is neither separating nor creating a vena contracta. In this region, static
pressure recovery within diffuser flow is observed as less than macro theory would predict and
the losses that occur within a nozzle are also less than macro theory would predict. Approaching
a 50o HA and beyond shows evidence of unstable separation and vena contracta formation. In
general, it appears that there is a micro scaled phenomenon happening in which flow gains
available energy when the flow area is increased and looses available energy when the flow area
decreases. These new micro scaled phenomenon observations seem to lead to a larger and
smaller magnitude of pressure loss respectively.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

In a world full of constantly growing technology, engineers and scientists are starting to phase
out macro-scaled devices despite their comforting and well established continuum physics. The
craze for bigger and better things seems to be changing to a craze for smaller and better things.
A simple example of this is consumer cellular telephones, which have gone from being suitcase
sized phones to phones that can be lost in a desk drawer. Such an example is only the tip of the
iceberg in terms of the need and the want for miniature devices and systems.

Micro fluidics is a newly rising research branch of MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems)
and is based on the idea that the flow of interest is traveling through channels, or passageways,
that are in the approximate range of 1μm to a few hundred microns in diameter; this is the basic
scale of fluid flow that is dealt with when designing a micro fluidic device. Micro flow research
has given rise to devices such as blood gas monitoring systems, liquid dosing systems (drug
delivery systems), chemical analyzing systems, bioreactors, ink jet printing nozzles, and even
micro-bipropellant rocket engines [1, 2, 3]. With the design of each of these devices comes the
ultimate fluid mechanist’s price to pay; this price being a lowered confidence in the use of
classical theory involved with macro flow and flow device design.

Two very useful types of flow processes, among many others, are the diffusion and nozzle
process which, when coupled, can make for a good pumping system. Here, the differences in
1

pressure can force the flow in a certain direction with the principle action of the pump being
related to pressure recovery or the transition of kinetic energy to potential energy. One particular
pump, which is noted in [2], works off this diffuser and nozzle effect. Although [2] suggests that
this particular pump should only be expected to work at Reynolds numbers higher than the
transitional number if the rectification of the fluid is exclusively related to pressure recovery, it
has be experimentally shown rectification takes place at Reynolds number in the range of 200 –
5000 [2]. Does this hint that a transitional Reynolds number may be lower in micro flow
systems than conventional macro-scale theory says? Typical macro-scale fluid theory says that
under most circumstances transitional Reynolds number is approximately 2300 for internal pipe
flow which, and along with the previously stated findings of [2], may seem to have some kinks
that need to be worked out [4, 5]

Research shows that in some cases micro-scaled frictional pressure loss not only disobeys
conventional macro-scale equations related to the Moody chart, it also shows that this loss is
greater and sometimes less than that of the macro-scaled frictional loss [14,20]. Is this microscaled frictional pressure loss high enough that even the static pressure recovery due to the
diffusion process will have no effect on the slope in the static pressure loss vs. diffuser half angle
curve being always positive? If this is not the case, will this particular slope stay positive,
meaning that the static pressure recovery never begins to outweigh the frictional pressure loss?
Current research in low speed, low Reynolds number, liquid, micro diffuser and nozzle flow
include pressure-loss coefficient observations, expansion ratio influence on flow separation, and
particle trajectory [6-8].

2

The research that has been done for this thesis is primarily based on the concepts of
frictional/minor pressure loss, static pressure recovery, and flow separation in the micro diffusion
process as well as static pressure loss and vena contracta’s due to area decrease in a nozzle.
Distilled water flow trough nineteen diffuser/nozzle micro channels fabricated from PDMS soft
lithography were tested the static pressure difference data was collected using low psi pressure
transducers. A validation process was taken to ensure that all of the equipment being used to
collect data was working and reading properly and repeatability was checked by testing each of
the 19 diffusers and 19 nozzles a total of 4 times a piece. The scope of these tests was to collect
the data from the 152 channels and compare their curves to curves calculated using macro
theory. The tested diffusers and nozzles varied from a 0o- 90o half angle in increments of 5o and
the flow of water through them varied from a throat Re = 8.9 – 89 in increments of 8.9.

This type of research could prove to be very helpful in the design of such things as miniature
propulsion devices and miniature turbines in that when designing these types of devices it is very
important to know the flow characteristics of the diffusion and nozzle processes at this scale.
The transitional Reynolds number in the micro diffusion process as well as micro nozzle flow
will be considered with the assumption that there is no discrepancy in the number from
conventional macro fluid theory.

Following this introduction will be a review of all of the research and literature read as well as a
methodology section and experimental results. A conclusion of all of the research done and a
detailed appendix will complete the paper
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

Before any work with micro channels can be done a good foundation of macro fluid flow theory
is necessary. It is important to understand the mechanics and physics of why and what kinds of
losses may occur in macro scaled flow systems such as straight pipes, pipe bends, sudden
contractions and expansions, diffusers and nozzles, and orifices before attempting to understand
why the same or different types of losses are occurring in micro scaled flow systems. Through
this macro scaled knowledge a new foundation of micro flow theory can be molded from
experimental, computational, and mathematical findings.

2.1 – Macro Theory: Major Losses

The theory behind internal incompressible viscous flow has been well researched and many of
the correlations and equations used to compute pressure losses and other variables of fluid flow
are well established. At this point in time, with the small amount of research done on flow
through micro diffusers/nozzles, it is more important to fully understand the physics and theories
behind macro flow of this kind. One of the more important aspects of fluid flow in dealing with
the research topic at hand is fully developed laminar flow in a pipe. Through control volume
analysis it can be shown that the velocity in the axial direction of a straight pipe flow is of the
form in equation 1.

4

Here, u is the velocity component in the axial direction,

is the differential pressure in the

axial direction, r is the radius at any point, R is the radius of the pipe, and μ is the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid [4,5]. Examining equation 1 it can be seen that the axial velocity is directly
proportional to the pressure difference in the axial, or x, direction meaning that at any particular
point in the radial direction the axial velocity increases as the pressure difference increases. This
is very intuitive in that something with an increase in the pressure difference can be visualized as
simply an increase in the pressure in the beginning of the flow P1 where dP = P1 – P2. With an
increase in the initial flow pressure it can be visualized that the flow is “pushed harder” therefore
the flow will be moving faster. A corollary to this examination would be that as the axial
velocity increases, the pressure difference across a particular distance would increase.

The volumetric flow rate can be defined as

where when evaluated using the equation 1 shows that
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where dx is evaluated across the entire pipe length, L, and dP is simply P1-P2 [4,5]. This
assumption that dP/dx is equal to (P1-P2)/L is acceptable in that the pressure gradient is constant
in a fully developed laminar flow; this was not true the velocity in the axial direction would be
constantly changing and there is no physical reason for this to be happening.
With a good correlation between the volumetric flow rate and other variables such as the pipe
length and the pressure difference across the pipe, pipe flow energy considerations must be
made. Examining the second law of thermodynamics

where

is the heat transfer,

is the mass flow rate,

, is the internal energy difference,

and α is the kinetic energy coefficient. Rearranging this equation and using the fact that for fully
developed flow through a constant-area pipe,

, as well as understanding that for a

horizontal pipe, z2 – z1 = 0 [4,5],
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Here, hl is known as the head loss which in this case is the total head loss and is defined as total
energy loss per unit mass. Analytical calculation of the pressure drop for a fully developed flow
in a horizontal pipe can be done and is resulted in equation 2.

For a turbulent incompressible flow through a horizontal straight pipe, the pressure loss can be
determined by equation 3.

In equation 3, f is the Darcy friction factor and Re is the Reynolds number [4,5]. This friction
factor has been determined experimentally, published by L.F. Moody, and the results can be seen
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Moody Chart [1]

It can be seen by comparison that the value of f for laminar flow can be calculated directly as
flaminar = 64/Re for circular pipes.

Although it may seem that equations 2 and 3 are only applicable for circular ducts, the hydraulic
diameter Dh = 4A/P can be used for non circular ducts. From inspection of the hydraulic
diameter, it can be seen that for a circular duct A = πr2, and P = 2πr and the quantity 4A/P will
then reduce to 2r or D. It is worth noting that usage of the hydraulic diameter or limited to 1/4 <
AR < 4, where AR is the aspect ratio of the non circular duct.

8

2.2 – Macro Theory: Minor Losses

Although the only pressure loss in a simple straight duct flow comes from friction, this is not the
case in the flow through various types of fittings such as diffusers, nozzles, bends, sudden
expansions and sudden contractions. The frictional loss does still exist but is accompanied by
other types of losses commonly referred to as minor losses. These losses are mainly due to flow
separation whether it be separation from a sudden expansion or diffusers, vena contractas in a
sudden contractions or high angled nozzles, or separation/secondary flows in a pipe bend.
Typically these minor losses are accounted for by the loss coefficient, K, which is usually
experimentally found. This K value is usually tabulated as equation 4.

-or-

This minor pressure loss or additional head loss is essentially dissipated energy due to violent
mixing in separated zones and can very rarely be ignored. These losses are used inside of the
modified Bernoulli Equation along with the pipe losses themselves. In an inviscid flow, the
Bernoulli equation can be written as equation 5.

9

(4)

Here, P1, V1, and z1, are the upstream static pressure, velocity, and z distance respectively and P2,
V2, and z2, are the downstream static pressure, velocity, and z distance respectively. Examining
equation 5 it can be seen that if there is no elevation at either points and the duct in which the
flow is flowing is a straight one, then P1 = P2 meaning that the total pressure at point one is the
same as the total pressure at point 2. This obviously cannot be the case in that this would mean
that the flow is stagnant. In order for the flow to be moving from point one to point two, the
pressure at point 1 must be greater than the pressure as point 2. As said before, there is a
frictional loss in a straight duct and this frictional loss can be implemented into the right hand
side of equation 5, which can be seen in equation 6.

Equation 6 allows the Bernoulli equation to be utilized in more situations because the addition of
the pressure losses on the right hand side allow for the total pressure at point 2 to be less than
that of point 1. The question now is what are these losses that are incorporated into the Ploss
term? As said before the two main types of losses that can occur in a flow system are major
(frictional), Pf, and minor losses, Pm. Finally the modified Bernoulli equation, with the
hydrostatic portion neglected, can be constructed in full to account for major and minor losses as
seen in equation 7.
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Qualitatively, the right hand side of equation 7 can be expressed as the sum of the static pressure
(P2), the dynamic pressure (
(

), the major frictional losses (

, and the minor losses

. In a system where there are more than one type of “fitting” or “obstruction”, there

will be multiple K values hence the summation of minor losses. Also, when there is a system
where the pressure measured is far upstream and downstream say, a sudden contraction, the
frictional loss in the larger and smaller pipe must be calculated and summed hence the frictional
pressure loss summation. A convenient way to write equation 7 can be seen in equation 8/9

-or-

Equation 8 is a nice form of the modified Bernoulli equation for calculating the difference in the
static pressure from point 1 to point 2 where as equation 9 does the same but for the total
pressure form point 1 to point 2 [4,5]. The major difference between these two equations is the
11

term

. This difference in the dynamic pressure (flow kinetic energy) appearing in

the calculated side of the static pressure difference will become very important later on in the
calculation of the static pressure loss inside of a diffuser/nozzle or a sudden
contraction/expansion.

The first types of minor losses to be examined are losses due to poorly designed pipe entrances.
Flow separation will occur at the corners of a pipe entrance if the inlet has sharp corners and a
vena contracta will be formed. These types of losses are usually accompanied by the losses that
occur in a sudden contraction as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Flow through a sudden contraction

The vena contracta formed from the sharp edged inlet of the smaller diameter channel can be
seen in Figure 2 inside of the dark outline. This loss can be decreased by making the inlet
corners smoother allowing the flow to follow the path of the converging entrance much easier.
Example of K values for Entrances can be seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: K values for entrance flow [5]

Following the losses due to inlets are losses due to sudden contractions and expansions.
Although most K values for minor losses are experimentally determined, the losses due to a
sudden expansion can be analytically estimated using control volume analysis.

Figure 4: Flow in a sudden expansion [9]

Observing Figure 4, and assuming that there is no pressure recovery in the pockets above and
below where P1 acts, the integral momentum equation will reduce to equation 10.
13

-or-

Here, equation 10 can be placed into the Bernoulli equation leading to equation 11

-or-

Equation 11 is referred to as the Borda-Carnot formula [10]. Finally, the total static pressure loss
due to a sudden expansion can be seen as

14

which, qualitatively, means that the static pressure drop is due to the frictional pressure in the
length of the larger and smaller diameter channels, the difference in the dynamic pressures, and
the derived approximation for the minor pressure loss from the expansion itself. In a sudden
expansion a jet flow is formed which is separated from the walls of the larger channel by a
bounding surface that disintegrates into strong vortices. Similarly, losses due to a sudden
contraction are formed almost in the same manner as those in a sudden expansion. The
difference is that the losses are mainly due to the re-circulation zones that surround a jet of fluid
that appears inside of the smaller channel when this fluid is “compressed” into the smaller
channel from the larger one. Examples of K values for sudden expansions/contractions can be
seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: K values for sudden expansions/contractions [5]
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Bends in flow channels can contribute to a significant amount of pressure loss due to separation
and secondary flows. When a flow approaches a curved or bent portion of a channel, centrifugal
forces appear and are directed from the center of curvature to the outer wall of the channel.
Because of this, the pressure near the outside wall of the channel will be much higher than
towards the inside (the inside being the section of channel closest to the inside of the bend)
meaning that the velocity near the inside of the bend itself will be much greater than that of the
flow near the outside [10]. A re-circulation zone will occur in the outside corner of the bend
creating a diffuser type flow while the flow nearest the inside corner will essentially separate
creating yet another re-circulation zone on the inside of the channel direction after the bend
itself. Each of these diffusing effects from the re-circulation sections both on the inside and
outside portion of the flow will result in an increase of the flow velocity on the flow side
opposite of where the re-circulation section is. Secondary flows will occur inside of the channel
after the bending process due to the centrifugal forces and boundary layers. The majority of the
minor loss inside of a bend or corner is due to the re-circulation zones created from the
separation of flow, which is accompanied by secondary flows [10]. A visual example of the
secondary flows that occur due to bending in channels can be seen in Figure 6.

16

Figure 6: Bend secondary flow visual [5]

The magnitude of the minor loss, or resistance coefficient, of curved tubes and the flow structure
within then depends on many things. A short list of these parameters that can describe the
magnitude of this loss are Reynolds number, pipe roughness, degree of the bend, and the design
of the bend corner itself. If the bend it equipped with a sharp corner, the flow will separate much
more violently than that of a bend equipped with a rounded corner [10]. A small example of K
values for bends can be seen in Figure 7.

17

Figure 7: K values for bends [5]

Losses in diffusers and nozzles (or gradual expansions/contractions) are typically less than that
of sudden expansions/contractions as long as proper care is taken in designing the
diffusion/contraction angle and aspect ratio. At certain critical angles and area ratios, the losses
in diffusers may exceed the losses in sudden expansions. For this reason, well designed diffusers
and nozzles are usually picked as an attachment for two different sized piping [4,5,10].
Typically, diffusers are used to make a smooth transition from an area of smaller to an area of
larger cross section while keeping pressure losses low. By allowing the flow to smoothly
transition from a smaller section to a larger one, kinetic energy of the flow can be converted into
potential, or pressure energy, and up until a certain divergence angle limit, the losses inside of a
diffuser will be lower than that of a straight pipe with an equivalent length and a diameter of the
smaller section of the diffuser. From this divergence angle limit and up, the losses due to the
diffusion process will greatly overcome that of an equivalent length straight pipe due to an
enhanced turbulence of the flow as well as flow separation giving way to vortexes inside of the

18

channel [4,5,10]. This flow separation from the walls of a diffuser is mainly due to an adverse
pressure gradient along the walls resulting from the velocity drop. The classical visual example
of non-separating and separating flow inside of a diffuser can be seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Classical diffuser separated and non-separated flow visual [5]

Most diffusers are classified by what is known as the pressure recovery coefficient, equation 12.

19

Here, V1 is the velocity at the throat of the diffuser [4,5,10]. This pressure recovery coefficient,
Cp, generally represents the amount of static pressure that is recovered by the diffuser. In a
perfect world, the ideal pressure recover inside of a diffuser flow can easily be derived from the
Bernoulli equation and can be seen as equation 13.

Equation 13 shows that as A1/A2 approaches 0, Cp approaches 1 meaning that the static pressure
recovered is exactly the dynamic pressure at the inlet from equation 12. Working this back into
the original Bernoulli equation in equation 5, V2 will essentially approach 0m/s. This, of course,
cannot happen in a directional flow meaning that there must be some type of pressure loss.
These pressure losses are the frictional losses, which in a very large aspect ratio or when the
diffusion angle is larger, are neglected because of the short distance of the diffuser, and the
minor losses due to separation and the dissipation of kinetic energy inside of the formed eddies.

Again, the minor pressure losses inside of a diffuser are experimentally found and tabulated as a
pressure loss coefficient, K. This resistance coefficient, K, of a diffuser can be calculated in
terms of this pressure recovery coefficient by equation 14.

20

Values of Cp can be seen in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Cp values for diffusers [4]

A second way to find values of K for diffusers is to look in any type of introductory fluid
mechanics or flow resistance book. Values of K can be seen in plots such as the one in Figure
10, and Table 1.

21

Figure 10: K values for diffusers [5]

Table 1: K values for diffusers [11]
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Figure 10 is a very narrow version of how to find values of K for diffusers in that the plot itself
only depends on the total diffuser angle and not the area ratio. This plot is much more useful for
the research done in this paper in that the leg length is what is kept constant in the calculations.
What Figure 10 does include is a representation of how the minor loss inside of a diffuser can be
different depending on the boundary layer formation at the inlet of the diffuser. As seen, the
lower line in Figure 10 shows the values of K for different values of the total diffusion angle for
a think inlet boundary layer (more uniform velocity profile). Essentially this means that the
distance from the start of the flow until the entrance of the diffuser is not long enough for the
flow to be fully developed. The top line shows values of K for different values of the total
diffusion angle for a fully developed flow at the entrance of the diffuser itself. As far as
efficiency goes, having a non-fully developed flow entering the diffuser will provide a much
smaller loss and a higher static pressure recovery.

Examining Figure 10 even closer a very interesting piece of information can be seen in the curve
values around a 5 degree total diffusion angle.

23

Figure 11: Zoomed in version of figure 10 [5]

Figure 11 is a zoomed in version of Figure 10 where the tick mark on the x-axis is a total
diffusion angle of 10o. At approximately 5o total diffusion angle, the value of K starts to rise as
the angle decreases towards 0o. This is a very interesting piece of information in that in the
examination of Table 1 as the diffusion angle decreases from 180o to 0o, for any aspect ratio, the
value of K approaches 0. A closer look at Figure 10 and Table 1 shows that, again, Figure 10 is
a representation of values of K for a constant leg length with a change in the angle while table 1
is a representation of the K values for varying angles and aspect ratios. For typical design
problems inside of introductory fluid mechanics and flow resistance books, the value of K seems
to either incorporate the frictional losses, or the losses due to friction are neglected due to the
typical shortness of a diffuser and the inertial forces overpowering the frictional forces from a
fairly large laminar value of Re.
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A close look at Table 1, which allows the aspect ratio to have a say in the values of K, shows that
for a constant value of the diffusion angle the value of K decreases as the specified aspect ratio
increases. An increase in the aspect ratio can be seen simply as the diffuser shortening up while
keeping the same diffusion angle. As the aspect ratio reaches 1, the diffuser had essentially
disappeared meaning that a value of K being equal to 0 makes perfect sense with there being no
piping left over whatsoever. Keeping a constant area ratio and varying the diffusion angle from
180o downwards, there is an increase in K until about 60o and then a decrease. This change in
the slope of K is due to the critical angle of a diffuser and a sudden contraction having less of a
loss than a poorly build diffuser. As the angle approaches 0o, the value of K approaches 0 and
what is left is an infinitely long straight pipe with a diameter equal to that of the diffuser throat
diameter. Considering an angle of 1o, the length of the “diffuser” will be very large but there
will be an end. With a K value of approximately 0 for this particular “diffuser”, the pressure loss
inside of this channel is approximately 0, which, cannot happen because there will be a
substantial amount of frictional losses inside of this very long “diffuser”. This brings up an
interesting concept that the frictional losses within the diffuser should be added to the K value
inside of the Bernoulli equation.

Under constant flow conditions at the entrance and for a constant relative length, an increase in
the area ratio, A2/A1, or in the divergence angle will result in a successive achievement of the
four main flow regimes.
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Stable Regime: This particular regime is an area of non separating flow. The flow of the fluid
through the diffuser is a clean one with no violent effect from the adverse pressure gradient [10].
Large Non-developed Flow Separation Regime: This flow is accompanied by separation where
the size and magnitude of this separation varies with time. This flow tends to be very oscillating
and transitory stall appears [10].
Fully Developed Flow Separation Regime: In this type of diffuser flow, the bulk of the diffuser
is filled with re-circulation zones due to the fully separated flow. This type of flow consists of
fully developed stall [10].
Jet Flow Regime: Here, the entire flow inside of the diffuser is separated and jet type flow exists
which is surrounded by re-circulation zones [10].

S.J. Kline and associates of Stanford University have developed a plot including the 4 regimes of
rectangular diffuser flow and where they appear in terms of divergence angle and diffuser length
to throat width ratio. This plot can be seen in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Flow regimes in straight wall, 2D diffusers [10]

In terms of diffuser design, flow tends to separate from the walls of a diffuser when the total
diffusion length is around 20o for all, as shown in Figure 12. Also, it is possible for the flow in a
diffuser to stay attached to the wall with a total diffusion angle of 20o as long as the ratio of the
diffuser length (N) to the inlet width (Wo) is equal to 1.5 or less [10].

Losses due to the nozzeling or gradual contraction process are much smaller than those due to
the diffusion process in that the boundary layer is very well behaved and there will be no flow
separation within the nozzle until extreme angles of contraction are reached in which a vena
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contracta will form directly after the flow exits the nozzle as if it was a sudden contraction.
Although the minor loss inside of a nozzle it low, the total losses inside are large due to the
decrease in area as well as the frictional loss that are occurring. Examples of K values for nozzle
flow can be seen in Table 2.

Table 2: K values for nozzles [11]

Now that a preliminary discussion of macro theory including major and minor pressure losses
through multiple types of channels and obstructions has been done, a discussion of current
research in the field of microfluidics and methods will follow.
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2.3 – Microfluidics Research

As stated before, microfluidic devices are generally defined as any apparatus incorporating flow
passages measured in microns from around 1 to a few hundred microns. In devices such as these
the heat transfer is much more predominant than in macro devices in that the surface area to
volume ratio is much higher. A micro scale flow is usually sufficiently damped by fluid
viscosity, due to extremely low Reynolds numbers, and this means that turbulence and the effects
due to turbulence do not often occur. Flow equations that are usually to the second order or
higher can now be assumed linear and give good approximations to problems due to the
dominant viscous effects of the flow. Although much can be done to create new flow equations
due to slipping in gasses, slip in liquid fluids is much more complicated but this phenomenon can
still occur violating the continuum equations. Slipping in gas flows will occur in small channels
due to their large intermolecular spacing in relation to liquids. Liquids will tend to slip when the
walls of extremely small channels are coated with special wall coating, however, in the micron
region of channel sizing liquids tend to obey the no-slip condition [12].

The classical Poiseuille flow which is used as a model for macro scaled flow is essentially a flow
that obeys the no-slip conditions. This no-slip condition basically states that the fluid in contact
with the walls in any type of flow does not slip and shares the velocity of the wall, which, in a
stationary system is equal to zero. This no-slip condition can be violated if a certain parameter,
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referred to as the Knudsen number, is relatively large meaning close to 1. The Knudsen number
for gas flow can be seen in equation 15.

Here, is defined as the mean free path of the gas and L is the length scale of the flow. A large
value of Kn is defined as Kn = O(0.1). When Kn = O(1) the flow is molecular, or the mean free
path of the gas molecules is almost the same as the length scale of the flow and the flow can be
viewed as single molecules in a straight line flowing in a direction. In micro scaled flows the
value of L will be very small and in some circumstances the no-slip condition will be violated.
As a coupled effect to slipping flow, temperature jumping will occur in this type of flow.
Temperature jumping is essentially a difference in temperature between the molecules in contact
with the wall and the wall itself. Again, this definition and explanation of the Knudsen number
is strictly for gas flow. Liquid flow will tend to slip in only the smallest of microchannels with
the help of specially coated channel walls or in nanochannels. Observations of liquid slipping
have been seen in microchannels with 1-2 micron widths with walls coated with hydrophobic
and hydrophilic coats. The magnitude of the slipping was measured to be around Lslip = 5-35
nm, increasing with shear rate [13]. Here the term Lslip is the characterization of slip in liquids
and is defined in equation 16 [13].
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Slip will not be considered in the results of this thesis due to the size of the channels tested.

In terms of early transition to turbulent flow, much work has been done in the proving or
disproving of this. According to Gravesen et al. [2], the traditional transitional Reynolds number
of 2300 for internal flow does not seem to have much significance in micro flow. 32 different
micro devices were tested and plotted to check and see if any of them operated in the fully
developed turbulent region and it turns out that none of them did. This could possibly mean that
the traditional critical Reynolds number may be slightly different for micro flow. Mohiuddin
and Li [14] tested water flow through microtubes with diameters ranging from 50 to 254 microns
using fused silica and stainless steel. It was found that for larger sized micro tubes in the 100
micron range conventional methods of calculating pressure loss across a straight pipe agree with
this data. For smaller tubes of around 50 micron, the data tended to deviate from conventional
theory in that the pressure drops were larger than expected. As the Reynolds number decreased
below around 100, the pressure difference was found to be lower than conventional theory.
Also, this contributions showed that there is a possible early transition to turbulence that does not
agree with the critical Re = 2300 for internal flow. Similar early transitions were found by Hsieh
et al. [15]. Sharp and Adrain [16] collected data on liquid flows with liquids of different
polarities in glass microtubes having diameters between 50 and 246 micron. This data showed
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that the transition from laminar flow to turbulent flow happened around Re = 1800 – 2000,
which does not vary much from conventional theory. Rands et al. [17] tested water flow in
circular microtubes with diameters of around 16.6 – 32.2 micron varying in length. The
Reynolds numbers tested in this work were in the range of Re = 300-3400 and it was found that
transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurred around the traditional Reynolds number of
around 2100-2500. This data agrees with the research done by Judy et al. [18] whom tested
pressure driven liquid flow through square and circular microchannels fabricated from fused
silica and stainless steel. The diameters used in these experiments were in the range of 15-150
micron and Reynolds numbers of 8-2300 were tested to determine a critical Reynolds number. It
was found in these tests that distinguishable deviation from Stokes flow theory was not observed
for any channel cross-section, diameter, material, or fluid used.

Experiments in deviations of flow behavior were done for varying aspect ratios to see if this had
an effect on the flow characteristics. Li and Olsen [19] used microscopic particle image
velocimetry (microPIV) to measure the velocities in rectangular microchannels with aspect ratios
ranging from 0.97 to 5.96 and for Reynolds numbers in the range of 200-3267. For the five
aspect ratios studied, the mean velocity profiles, velocity fluctuations, and Reynolds stresses
were determined and no deviation from the traditional macro scale critical Reynolds number was
found. Similarly, yet again, Celata et al. [20] found that there does not tend to be any deviation
in the critical Reynolds number due to micro flow.
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Analyzing the data and findings from these particular contributors seems to show that although
there may be a deviation in the critical Reynolds number due to micro-scaled flow, this deviation
may be the cause of very limiting factors such as a perfect mixture of channel material, fluid
choice, and choice of channel diameters and length. Similarly, some research shows that flow
characteristics such as pressure drop still agrees with macro scale theory and that macro scale
equation will still allow for the design of micro scale devices [21] while others show that this
pressure difference is greater in microtubes [22]. Although an early transition to turbulence
would have a great effect on the pressure loss across a micro diffuser/nozzle, it will be neglected
due to the low Reynolds number testing that was done.

Viscous dissipation, something that is usually ignored/neglected in macro scale flow, seems to be
showing up as something that may have some importance in micro scaled flow. Koo and
Kleinstreuer [23] contributed experimental and computation work in determining surface
roughness, wall slip, and viscous dissipation inside of microchannels and have shown that, again,
wall slip in liquids seems to be non-existent in the micro range. Accompanying the results of
liquid wall slip are results that show that channel size effect on viscous dissipation turns out to be
important for conduits with hydraulic diameters less than 100 microns; this is also the case in the
studies of Ooi et al. [24]. This increase in the significance of the viscous dissipation would
greatly affect energy equation which in turn will have an influence on any type of Bernoulli
assumptions used to calculate pressure losses in a flow. Traditionally the differentially form of
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the energy equation for an incompressible flow with viscous dissipation ignored can be seen as
equation 17.

(17)

The problem with equation 17 in terms of micro scaled flow and the research examined by
[15,24] is that the term that is normally ignored can no longer be ignored changing equation 17
into equation 18.

(18)

Here,

is called the viscous dissipation and the term
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can defined numerically as

which, when coupled with the viscous term is the transference of flow kinetic energy into
thermal energy [25]. Large scaled amounts of viscous dissipation can destroy the formation of
small eddies formed in flow such as flow around a bend or inside of a diffuser in turn creating
less of a pressure drop inside of bends or more of a static pressure recovery inside of a diffuser.
Although there has been an increase in the number of people doing research in the field of
microfluidics, most of it involves flow through straight pipes or the design of microfluidic
devices such as pumps and actuators. The amount of work that has been done on the verification
of continuum relations to flows through such things as pipe bends and sudden/gradual
expansions/contractions is very limited. Fellow researchers at the University of Central Florida,
Chase Hansel and Jonathan Wehking, have submitted thesis research on the topics of flow micro
flow characteristics through bending channels and micro flow characteristics through sudden
expansions/contractions, respectively. Their method of testing involved measuring the pressure
loss across an area of micro channel length that included a straight section attached to the bend
or sudden expansion/contraction followed by more straight channel length. By doing this, the
frictional pressure losses due to the two straight length channels could be subtracted out of the
pressure losses read by the transducers and the remaining pressure loss would be the loss due to
the obstruction. This remaining pressure loss data could then be plotted against macro theory
and compared. The research done by Wehking showed that there was no deviation from macro
theory except when flows through straight channels with widths around 50 micron were tested.
Only then were pressure losses measured smaller than the pressure losses calculated from macro
theory. This reduction in the pressure losses in straight channels with widths around 50 micron
was again seen by Hansel in his research. Hansel also found that while flow through bending
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obstructions matched macro theory up to a Reynolds number of about 30, the pressure losses
began to become larger than those calculated by macro theory when the Reynolds number was
increased from 30 on. Hansel was also able to construct a new equation that predicts these
deviating pressure losses and can be seen in equation 19.

Here, R is the radius of the bend, w is the width of the channel and f is the Darcy friction factor.

Further research in flow characteristics through bending channels has been done by Lee et al.
who found that there may be an early transition to separation in gas flow in micro channels [26].

Straying away from straight pipes, bending pipes, and sudden contracting/expanding pipes, even
less research seems to have been done in the characterization of liquid flow through gradual
expansions/contractions (diffusers/nozzles). Li et al. [27] tested gas flow characteristics for
various shapes of micro diffusers/nozzles with lengths of 70, 90, and 125 microns and total
angles of 7o, 10o, and 14o. A sample of the data found can be seen in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Gas flow-pressure characteristics for the diffuser/nozzle with length of 125
micron and taper angle of 14o [27]

Figure 13 shows that in general the differential pressure across the micro diffuser and nozzle are
significantly lower than the theoretical data. In terms of liquid flow in these types of
channels,Yang et al. [28] studied the performance of micro diffusers/nozzles. Not much work
was done in the way of calculating or showing pressure losses explicitly as all of the data given
by the team is in terms of a loss coefficient. Analyzing the data given, it can be seen that at a
constant throat flow rate as the angle of diffuser and contraction is increased the difference in
pressure decreases. Some interesting data in the fields of supersonic gas flow through micro
nozzeling components was found showing that even in the smallest of components, speeds can
exceed Mach numbers of 1 as well as create shock waves [29,30].
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With a good understanding of macro theory and research done in the field of microfluidics, a
detailed methodology section can be presented on how the current research was done. This
section will provide a full description on the apparatus used and the procedure done in order for a
proper collection of data.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

In order to properly investigate differences between classical macro theory involving flow
through straight ducts or flow through diffusers and nozzles and its corresponding micro flow, a
very precise technique must be used in order to carefully collect good data. As a general
overview of the methodology used in this research, the flow of distilled water through micro
diffusers and nozzles as well as a limited amount of micro straight channels was tested to
determine the pressure losses across them. Before data was properly collected, a validation of
the pumping system, pressure transducers, and data recording system was done in order to make
sure that this equipment was working and collecting correct data. Following this validation
process, each of the 152 micro diffusers/nozzles fabricated from PDMS soft lithography were
checked for defects under a compound microscope and each dimension of these channels was
measured for uncertainty purposes. Each of the unique 152 channels was then tested carefully
making sure to extract any types of bubbles or air pockets from the flow system before data was
collected. The data was extracted from the recorded via DAQ software and the voltages read
were then transferred to a calibration equation for each of the pressure transducers allowing for a
proper reading of pressure difference in Pascal. From there, plots of each channels data were
created and macro theory curves were plotted on top of them for comparison. A systematic
uncertainty procedure was done and uncertainty, or error, bars were plotted for the calculated
macro theory curves. A detailed description of the testing procedure and apparatus used follows.
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3.1 – Testing Procedure

In order to have the most consistent and accurate testing/data possible, the procedure in which
the testing happens must be followed as closely as possible. The very first thing that must be
done is to examine each channel through a microscope to ensure that none of the channels are
damaged, inconsistent, or wrong. Using an ordinary compound microscope with an attachable
digital camera, Figure 14, a clear glass slide equipped with a small 2mm measurement tape was
examined using the 4x and 10x settings. A picture was taken of the slide in both settings and can
be seen in Figure 15 and Figure 16 respectively.

Figure 14: Compound Microscope
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1 μm

Figure 15: 4x Slide Picture

1 μm
μm

Figure 16: 10x Slide Picture

Using image software, in this case GIMP 2.4.6 was used, the images seen in Figure 15 and
Figure 16 were uploaded and the distance from one of the micrometer lines to the next was
measured in pixels. Doing this creates a sort of calibration for the GIMP software enabling for a
later conversion of pixels to micrometers. Each of the 19 diffuser/nozzle channels from each of
the 4 main test areas was captured and measured in pixels. The measurements in pixels were
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then converted to micrometers and these measurements were compared to the actual AutoCAD
design specifications with a certain uncertainty. A sample photo of a channel that would and
would not continue (including the measurements taken) on to the testing phase can be seen in
Figure 17 and Figure 18 respectively.

Figure 17: Acceptable 30o HA Diffuser Channel

Figure 18: Unacceptable 30o HA Diffuser Channel
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It can be seen in Figure 18 that the left pressure port is intruding into the top portion of the
diffuser wall whereas this is not the case in the channel in Figure 17. All of the corresponding
measurements from each of the 76 diffusers and the 76 nozzles were compared to see if there
were any that varied in measurement too much to later have its flow characteristics examined.

Before testing could begin on the 76 acceptable channels, some extra equipment verification and
calibration had to be done. First, the recorded needed to be tested to see is the voltage that it read
and exported to the DAQ software was legitimate. The voltage of seven brand new, Publix
brand, 1.5V rated, AA batteries was tested using a Innova Digital Multimeter (10 MgOhms, M#:
3320, S#: 526779). The batteries were then hooked up to the recorder and 20 samples the
voltage read was recorded for each battery. The 20 voltage samples taken by the DAQ software
were then averaged and this average was what represented the voltage of the battery according to
the recorder. Table 3 shows the results of this verification.

Table 3: Recorder and multimeter voltage readings for each of the seven batteries

Battery
1 (V)
Recorder
Mean
Voltmeter

1.628
1.620

2 (V)

3 (V)

4 (V)

5 (V)

6 (V)

7 (V)

1.627
1.620

1.628
1.620

1.628
1.621

1.628
1.620

1.627
1.620

1.628
1.620
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Table 3 shows that the recorded and the multimeter agree to a certain uncertainty of about ± 0.01
V.

The next type of verification done was to test whether or not the pump was producing the
amount of water that the entire code tells it to as well as whether or not the flow rates were
correct. To do this, the code was run and the water was captured into a Bomex 50mL Beaker
and the time that the code ran for was taken. The pump code was written in such a way that the
total amount of water dispensed is approximately 26.75 mL and the amount of time needed for
this much to be dispensed is approximately 2 hours and 15 minutes. When the verification test
was finished the amount of water in the beaker was approximately 25mL ± 2mL and the time
taken was 2 hours and 14 minutes. This test verifies that the pump is accurate enough for testing
to begin.

Next, a calibration of the pressure transducers was to take place. To do this, a U-Tube water
manometer was designed and built in-house and can be seen in Figure 19 and Figure 20.
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Figure 19: U-Tube manometer back view

Figure 20: U-Tube manometer front view
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Using the manometer, the free open hose was attached to the high port of one of the pressure
transducers while the corresponding low port stayed open to atmospheric pressure. Closing off
the vent valve leaving the manometer, pump and transducer valves open, the water was pumped
until the difference in water levels was 24 inches. When a pressure of 24 inches of water was
reaches, the pump valve was closed and the voltage captured on the DAQ software was read.
The vent was opened slightly to allow the difference in water levels to reach 23 inches and the
vent was closed. This voltage was captured by the DAQ software and recorded. This process
continued for 22in H2O – 0in H2O in increments of 1in H2O. From hydrostatic fluid theory, if
the pressure is followed from the source to the atmospheric pressure, equation 20 can be found.

or
(20)

Here, Psource is the pressure given by pumping, Patm is the atmospheric pressure, g is the
acceleration due to gravity, H is the distance from one water level to the next, and h is the
distance from the pressure source to the lower water level. The 0.0254 multiplier is simply to
convert inches to m. The term

can be neglected to the airs low density essentially

contributing nothing to the conversion. This calibration process was done for the second
pressure transducer and all of the data collected was recorded into excel. A plot of ∆P vs.
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voltage (V) was created for each of the pressure transducers data and a linear trend line was fit
for each of them, including the equation of the line and the regression coefficient value. The plot
of the 1psi and 2 psi transducers can be see below in Figure 21 and Figure 22. The water
temperature for both of these calibrations tests was approximately 25.6oC ± 0.1 oC.
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Figure 21: 1-psi Pressure transducer calibration curve
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Figure 22: 2-psi Pressure transducer calibration curve

It can be seen that the regression coefficient for both of these calibration curves is 0.001 of 1
showing that these linear trend lines are en extremely good fit of the data.
The final thing done before testing was to fill the transducers with water, making sure to properly
purge them, and to fill all of the tubing with water. The ports were purged of all air according to
the transducers manuals. To ensure that no air still existed inside of the ports of the pressure
transducers, a water filled syringe equipped with a 20G luer-lock needle was carefully inserted
into the port while water was flowing out of it and water was injected into the port. The lever on
the cock-locks were turned to the open position and water was ejected from the 30 mL syringes
attached. While water was flowing out of the tubing, the tubing was attached to the pressure
transducer port allowing no air to be captured in the process. When the tubing was connected to
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the port, the water was then free to flow in the opposite direction and out of the needle at the end
of it. This was done for the remaining pressure ports completing the filling of the pressure
transducer and tubing process.

Now that the recorder and the pump have been have been verified and the pressure transducers
have been calibrated, and the transducers and tubing have been filled with water, the testing can
begin. It is important to know which channel is being tested so that mix-ups do not occur. This
and the fact that the holes in the PDMS were pre-cut is the exact reason why the wafers were
wrapped in plastic wrap. With the holes pre-cut, there is a possibility of unwanted particles and
water entering channels not being tested so a razor blade was used to cut square sections of the
plastic wrap away when the particular channel under the square section was to be tested. This
process can be seen in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Plastic wrap cut aways
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It is important to make a marking on the testing wafer so that there is no mix-up in the order in
which the channels are aligned. A marking on the mask will provide the means to see that
channel order on the top half starts at the top left and moves right then down and right just like
reading a book. As the channels progress from left to right in a row, the half-angles of the
diffusers and the nozzles increase by 5o. Before testing the upper left channel, 0o (straight duct),
a 6mL syringe was filled with distilled water and equipped with a 20G luer-lock needle. The
needle was inserted into the corresponding inlet hole and water was carefully injected into the
channel ensuring that water exits all of the pressure ports as well as the exit port simultaneously.
The needle was the carefully pulled out at an angle to capture any extra PDMS that may exist in
the pre-cut holes. This access PDMS was ejected from the needle and the needle was then
inserted into one of the pressure ports and water was injected again. This process was continued
for the next three pressure ports as well as the exit port to ensure a clean flow through all of the
ports.

After the channel ports were properly cleaned and tested for good flow the pump was turned on
allowing the initial flow rate of water, according to the testing code written, to be ejected from
the corresponding inlet needle. This particular needed was then inserted into the inlet portion of
the channel being tested while water was flowing out of it and the remaining ports were checked
for outflow. When it could be seen that water was flowing out of the remaining pressure port
holes and the exit hole, and there were no leaks, the pressure port needles could then be inserted.
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The code written, which can be seen in full in Appendix D, was written to accommodate the
testing of Reynolds number 8.9-89 in increments of 8.9. The first section of the code simply
specifies the inside diameter of the syringe being used according to the pumps user manual. The
second section, referred to as phase 1, of the code tells the pump to infuse water at a rate of 100
mL/hr until 3333µL of water has been expended. Phase 1 serves two purposes: one being to help
in the initial insertion of the needles and another as a type of channel cleansing phase. This
cleansing phase essentially removes any tiny particles that may be inside of the channels from
production. The second phase of the code is a simple withdrawing phase, refilling the syringe
with exactly the amount that was expelled at a rate of 300 mL/hr. The third phase gets the water
flowing at a medium rate of 12.1 mL/hr until 1227µL has been expended. This phase serves as a
momentum builder phase in that there is a small withdrawal of water from the tubing in the
withdrawal phase due to the imperfections of the check valve, and this small withdrawal makes it
so that at very slow flow rates it takes a while before any water is expended from the tip of the
needle. This phase, coupled with a 90 second pause in the fourth phase helps create a faster
reaction to the flow rate in phase 5 as well as a nice break point in the data. Phase 5 gets the
actual testing started infusing water into the channel at a Reynolds number of 8.9. The following
phases until the end simply either expel water at a Reynolds number 8.9 higher than the previous,
or withdrawal water equal to what was expelled after the previous withdrawal.

With the cock-lock levers turned to the open position the syringe attached to the cock-lock
corresponding to the high pressure port on the 1-psi pressure transducer was pushed allowing
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flow out of the needle. With water flowing out of the needle, the needle could then be inserted
into the upper left pressure port (this particular diffuser port will be assumed to have a higher
pressure for all testing). When the needle was properly inserted into the port, the lever on the
cock-lock was turned to the closed position. This process was then repeated for the low pressure
port on the 1-psi transducer, inserting it into the bottom left pressure port in the channel (this
particular diffuser port will be assumed to have a lower pressure for all testing). Similarly, the
high port on the 2-psi transducer was inserted into the upper right channel pressure port and the
low port on the 2-psi transducer was inserted into the lower right channel pressure port. When
the inlet and all four pressure port holes have their corresponding needles inserted a free, slightly
bent 20G needle was inserted into the exit port to allow for a controlled exit of water into any
type of container. This process was completed before the first flow rate of water in the code
(cleaning phase) finished. The second part of the code tells the pump to refill exactly what was
expended in the attachment process. When the syringe was re-filled the pump was turned off
and then back on to reset the code. The temperature of the water reservoir was taken at this time
and recorded.

Finally, the DAQ software was opened and set to record data once every second. Knowing that
the pump would run for approximately 2 hours and 15 minutes, the program was set to stop
recording 2 hours and 15 minutes after it started. The program was then told to start recording
and when it was noticed that the pressure difference being read by both transducers was at its
approximate 0 point, 20 data points were taken at this 0 point and the code was then run.
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When the program and DAQ data recording finally came to a stop, the data was saved to a file
named after its half angle and stored in a folder names after the particular channel set number. A
sample of the data recorded by the DAQ software for a half angle of 70o can be seen in Figure
24.

Figure 24: DAQ software sample data (70o HA)
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It can be seen that there is red and blue data in a stair-step type of trend in Figure 24. This red
and blue data corresponds to the differential pressure seen in the diffuser and nozzle respectively.
Each of the steps corresponds to a different Reynolds Number, or flow rate, and an average of
these horizontal steps could be taken to arrive at a mean voltage value which could then be
converted into a meaningful pressure difference in pascals, or psi.

Using one of the tools available in the DAQ software the data recorded can be box zoomed to
acquire a picture of the data similar to that in Figure 24. A curser tool can then be used to click
on the beginning and end of a particular flow rates horizontal step to acquire a data number.
This was done for each of the steps and recorded on a piece of paper to be referred to later in
excel. The data in the saved excel file was then copied and pasted into a premade excel file
which calculated the density of the water reservoir as a function of the water temperature, the
dynamic viscosity, the width of the center straight section of the particular channel, and the inlet
velocity of the diffuser. This pre-made sheet also takes the data that is pasted into it and creates
a plot of the differential pressure vs. Reynolds number and a plot of the pressure coefficient vs.
Reynolds number. This completes the testing of one channel.

The needles are then removed from the channel that was tested, the pump is reset, and the stopcock levers were turned to the open position. The 30mL syringes are squeezed for each of the
four port tubings allowing for any air that might have built up to be extracted out. The procedure
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of inserting needles into the next channel being tested was repeated. This entire process was
repeated until all of the 76 channels were tested and the data was recorded into excel.

A few points of caution exist when testing:
If is very important that there are no large pockets of air (bubbles) existing in tubing,
inside of the pressure transducer ports, or inside of channels when testing. This can result
in very bad data and can be troubleshot either visually or in the data. Typically when
there is air in the pressure transducer, the data will not reach its 0 during a pause due to
the compression of the air inside of it.
The syringes used are disposable, meaning that they are rated for single use. For the
testing being done, the syringe was ok to use for multiple tests but needed to be changed
at least every 9-10 channels if not less.
It is very possible that there may be excess PDMS inside of the pre-cut holes. Although
these holes are pre-cut, the cutting process used is not perfect.

3.2 – Apparatus

The methods used in all of the experimental work were carefully designed in order to deal with
the extremely sensitive nature of the micro-scaled process. Distilled water was used as the
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working fluid in that it is one of the simplest of the liquid family and is free from most unwanted
particles. Also, the vast variety of research done using water and the extremely large amount of
properties known about it makes for good data comparisons and more accurate calculations
respectively. A schematic and actual photo of the experimental setup can be seen in Figure 25
and Figure 26, Figure 27, and Figure 28.

Figure 25: Experimental setup schematic
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Figure 26: Testing area frontal view

Figure 27: Testing area ariel view
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Figure 28: Testing area side view

Figure 25 shows each piece of equipment, not to scale, used during the tests and approximately
where it is located on the test table. A list of equipment corresponding to its number in Figure 25
can be seen in Table 4.
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Table 4: Experimental setup equipment descriptions
Figure 22 #

Brand

1

Omega

2

Omega

3

Model #

Serial #

1-way, 2psi, wet/wet, Differential Pressure Transducer

PX2300-2Dl

6218782

1-way, 1psi, wet/wet, Differential Pressure Transducer

PX2300-1Dl

3511386

Omega

±12V, Dual Power Supply @ 240mA

55648/55649

4

Omega

4-channel, Voltage Data Logger

PSS-D12B
OM-CPQUADVOLT

5

Programmable Single Syringe Pump

AL-1000

220199

6

WPI Aladdin
------------------

Distilled Water in Plastic Container

-------------------

-------------

7

Omega

K-Type, Handheld Thermometer/Thermocouple

Unknown

210851

8

Omega
Kendall
Monoject

Thermometer (-20˚C - 110˚C)

GT-736600

-------------

Luer Lock Tip Syringe (30 cc/mL)

-------------------

-------------

Omega
----------------------------------McMasterCarr
McMasterCarr
McMasterCarr
McMasterCarr

Computer with Omega DAQ Software for Windows

OM-CP-IFC200

-------------

1/8" Inner Diameter, 1/4" Outer Diameter Clear Tubing

-------------------

-------------

1/16" Inner Diameter, 1/8" Outer Diameter Clear Tubing

-------------------

-------------

1/4" NPT to 1/8" Hose Brass Fitting

5346K62

-------------

FDA Compliant Luer-Style Stop Cocks, Locking Male x Female

7033T14

-------------

1/8" Barbed Tee Tube Fitting

5117K13

-------------

1/8" to 1/16" Barbed Tube Reducer Tube Fitting

5117K52

-------------

WPI
-----------------McMasterCarr
McMaster Carr
Stanford
Microfluidics
-----------------------------------

Syringe Activated Duel Check Valve

14044-5

-------------

-------------------

-------------

Type 304 Stainless Steel, 20G, 3/2" long, Dispensing Needles

75165A756

-------------

Quick-Turn, Luer/Barbed, 1/16" Tubing Fitting (Male Luer)

51525K121

-------------

PDMS Wafer with Etched Micro-Channels

-------------------

-------------

Small Plastic Container for Catching Exit Water

-------------------

-------------

3/4" MDF, Self-Crafted Experiment Table

-------------------

-------------

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Device Explanation

1/4" Thick, Clear, Plexi-Glass

M88636

Again, the main purpose and idea behind the design of this particular testing area was to create a
simple way to have the fluid flow from a controlled pump into a micro-channel while avoiding as
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many obstacles and obstructions as possible and still be able to examine as many properties of
the flow as possible. One of the most important pieces of equipment needed for a proper and
accurate experimental setup for this type of research is a controlled pump. For this research, a
WPI Aladdin Programmable Single Syringe Pump was used and can be seen in Figure 29.

Figure 29: WPI Aladdin programmable single syringe pump

This particular pump has a vast amount of features including the ability to be set up in a network
of other pumps and be programmed to change flow rates at any time. A small piece of the code
used to program the pump for this research can be seen below and the full version can be seen in
Appendix D.
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dia 12.7
al 0
bp 0
PF 0
;****************1
phase START
fun rat
rat 100 mh
vol 3333
dir inf
;***Withdraw***2
phase
fun rat
rat 300 mh
vol 3333
dir wdr

The full version of the code was uploaded into the WinPumpControl program, Figure 30, and run
allowing the distilled water to automatically be withdrawn into the syringe as well as dispersed
out of it at variable volumetric flow rates.

Figure 30: WinPumpControl screen-shot
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The water that is withdrawn into the syringe is stored in a pre-sterilized plastic Tupperware
container with a sealed lid to allow for a non-contaminated source of fluid flow. The connection
between the syringe and the source of water is a simple piece of 1/8” inner diameter plastic
tubing from a WPI Syringe Activated Dual Check Valve, which is connected to the syringe via
luer lock connection, to a 1/8” pre-designed hole in the lid of the Tupperware container. This
container lid has two extra small circular holes cut out of it with rubber grommet seals to allow
for the air tight insertion of an Omega K-Type Handheld Thermometer/Thermocouple, and an
Omega Thermometer (-20˚C – 110˚C), so that the temperature of the incoming distilled water
could be carefully measured. This measurement of the incoming water temperature can be
neglected in that its sole purpose is to allow for a slightly more accurate calculation of the
incoming water’s viscosity and density. The water is then dispensed out of the syringe, through
a WPI Syringe Activated Dual Check Valve to allow for no backflow into the syringe when
withdrawing, and down through a small amount of 1/8” inner diameter plastic tubing which is
reduced to 1/16” inner diameter plastic tubing using a barbed tube reducing fitting. A clear
picture of this section of the testing apparatus can be seen in Figure 31 and Figure 32.
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Figure 31: Pump to water source connection

Figure 32: Temperature devices
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Next, the water reaches the PDMS etched micro diffuser/nozzle channel and flows through it
reaching four pressure ports and finally an exit hole. This micro diffuser/nozzle channeled
PDMS wafer was created by the Stanford Microfluidics Founday in Stanford, CA using MEMS
technology. The original silicone mask created, whose sole purpose is for the reproduction of
the same channels into PDMS wafers, can be seen in Figure 33 with its AutoCAD schematic in
Figure 34.

Figure 33: Silicone micro-channel mask
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Figure 34: AutoCAD mask drawing

This mask contains 19 channels above the horizontal marking line each having a diffuser and
twin nozzle starting with a 0˚ half angle (straight channel) and ending with a 90˚ half angle
(sudden expansion/contraction) with increments of 5˚ half angles (diffusers/nozzles). The 19
channels below the horizontal line are exact replicas of the top 19 channels. Each of these
channels has rounded corners at the entrance and exits of the diffusers and nozzles and an
example of a full channel (35˚ half angle) can be seen in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: 35o HA channel schematic

Here, the left and right circular sections are the inlet and exit ports respectively where the other
four are pressure ports. The wagon wheel shapes inside of the cirular sections represent where
the 20-gauge holes were to be punched in the PDMS.

It can be seen that the distance inbetween the first pressure port and the entrance to the diffuser is
extreamly small. This distance is equal to the distance from the exit of the diffuser to the second
pressure port and the same goes for the entrance and exit of the nozzle. This tiny distance was
one of two ideas in the creation of the channels. With the small distance between these features,
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the pressure difference measured will be a greater representation of the difference due to the
diffuser and nozzle feature in that there will be very little frictional loss in the sections between
the pressure ports and the entrance and exits of the diffuser and nozzles. Because the main scope
of this research is to not only find out what type of losses occur through a micro diffuser/nozzle
but to find out if these losses are great enough to overcome the static pressure gain in the diffuser
process, simply observing a negative slope in the diffusers pressure loss vs. half angle plot will
be acceptable proof that the diffusion process still creates a static pressure rise that overcomes
fristional pressure loss. Further research would then be needed to find out exactly how much
static pressure gain there is in these areas. It is very possible that the pressure measured at the
exit of the diffuser may represent some dynamic pressure and not just static pressure due to the
direction of the flow and where the pressure port is placed. The flow at this point should have
had a nice laminar turn and the dynamic pressure shouldn’t come too much into play but this
issue is something to consider when comparing results. A solution to the meaningless dynamic
pressure information problem would have been to make the tiny distance between the pressure
ports and the entrance and exits of the diffuser and nozzles not so tiny. Allowing this distance to
be larger would mean that dynamic pressure would have no effect whats-so-ever in the
measurement of the pressure difference. The downfall to this method is that current research
involving straight channels, or any channels for that matter, seems very unsure in terms of actual
numbers. Many papers state that the pressure loss for the same straight channel at a particular
Reynoled number using the same fluid are actualy different, especially when the diameter
(hydraulic diameter) of the channel is less than 100 micron. Because of this descrepency in data
for straight channels, it seems only right to try and exclude as much unneeded data as possible
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and focus only on the importat feature losses/gains. This combination of unwanted data and the
need for affordable and accurate instrementation lead to the design of the channels like the one in
Figure 35.

The channels on the mask in Figure 33 were then etched onto pieces of PDMS and a second
layer os PDMS was fused ontop to create the actual testing channels, Figure 36.
.

Figure 36: Etched PDMS wafer

As the fluid flows through the channel being tested it eventually makes its way to the exit port
containing a single McMaster-Carr Type 304 Stainless Steel, 20G, 3/2" long, dispensing needle
bent at the end so that the water flowing through it will drip out into a plastic drip tray.
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While the fluid flows into the channel and out the exit port, four dispensing needles that are
inserted into the four pressure ports receive a small amount of flow during the transient stage of
the pressure measurement and this flow moves itself up the needles and into connected 1/16”
plastic tubing which is expanded to a small amount of 1/8” plastic tubing. The flow moves along
the tubing up towards the four McMaster-Carr 1/8" Barbed Tee Tube Fittings which separate the
flow to go either into the pressure transducer or into the McMaster-Carr FDA Compliant LuerStyle Stop Cocks which are attached to filled Kendall Monoject Luer Lock Tip Syringes (30
cc/mL). With the stop cock valve turned to closed, all of the pressure will be fed into the high
and low ports of the Omega 1/2-way, 2psi and 1psi, wet/wet, Differential Pressure Transducers,
seen in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Omega 1/2 way, 1/2 psi, wet/wet, differential transducers

The idea behind using a 1psi and a 2psi pressure transducer is that before the research took place,
very little was known of the actual magnitude of the losses that occur within flow in a micro
diffuser and nozzle. It was assumed that the losses in the nozzle would be much greater than that
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of the diffuser in that the nozzle losses include frictional and area reduction losses whereas the
diffuser losses only consist of frictional losses with a chance of static pressure recovery due to
the area increase. This assumption would only be valid until separation occurred at the end of
the diffuser. Therefore, the 2psi transducer is used to measure the pressure difference in the
nozzle and the 1psi transducer is used to measure the pressure difference in the diffuser.

Both pressure transducers are electrically connected to their own Omega ±12V, Dual Power
Supply @ 240mA, Figure 38, which are connected to an Omega 4-channel, Voltage Data
Logger, Figure 39, with the transducers. A clear picture of the power supplies and the recorder
can be seen in Figure 40.

Figure 38: Omega ±12V, dual power supply
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Figure 39: Omega 4-channel, voltage data logger

Figure 40: Power supply and recorder configuration

It can be seen in Figure 40 that there is a resister attached to the + and – terminals of each
channel being used on the recorder. The reason for these resistors being used is that this recorder
is a voltage recorder and the pressure transducers being used put out a certain current depending
on the load applied. The resistance built into the recorder was not known so to be safe, a 100
OHM resistor was used. The recorder shown in Figure 39 takes the current output from the two
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transducers and converts it into a voltage via OHM’s Law, V = IR, and sends this information to
a computer with Omega DAQ software installed. This software has many options including
sample rate choosing and programmable starts and stops and will log the voltage received from
the recorder. This data can be exported to excel for later inspection.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

With a good understanding in the current theories of macro scaled fluid flow resistance and
micro flow as well as a solid testing procedure and apparatus available, collected data could now
be organized into a logical and meaningful way in order to decide whether or not micro scaled
flow through obstructions like diffusers and nozzles deviates from its corresponding macro
scaled flow. The verification/validation process involved in determining whether or not
collected data is reliable or not solely depends on the idea that flow through larger width straight
micro channels agrees with straight pipe macro theory.

As seen in Figure 24, the raw data that the data recorder collects can be seen in the form of a red
curve and a blue curve each representing a separate transducers readings. Observing this figure
it can be seen that there is a fair amount of behavior that resembles oscillations in the data as the
flow reaches steady state. Though the data at the peaks never settle to a common value, it can be
seen that there is an obvious average value that can be extrapolated from each of the plateaus.
Other than this possible deviation from the real recorded values of pressure difference, there is
not much more uncertainty in the collected data. Due to the small amount of experimental
uncertainty, an uncertainty analysis was done for the macro theory calculations due to their wide
range of parameters that have uncertainties. A look into the verification process using flow
through straight channels with constant depths of 100μm and widths of 50μm and 142μm
followed by the findings of the diffuser and nozzles tests will follow.
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4.1 – Straight Channel Validation Results

In order to compare data tested for straight channels with macro scale theory, a common way of
calculating the pressure losses through these channels must be considered and utilized. As stated
previously, equation 8 is a convenient way of writing the modified/extended Bernoulli equation
to include the difference in static pressure on the left hand side which equated to the sum of the
dynamic pressure difference, the major losses, and the minor losses. From continuity, the
average velocity in a straight channel is considered to be constant meaning that the difference in
the dynamic pressure is equal to zero. Also, the only losses considered in a straight channel flow
are the major losses due to friction in that there will be no separation in this type of flow. With
this considered, the static pressure loss which is equal to the total pressure loss can be seen as
equation 21.

Examining equation 20, the pressure loss within a straight duct is dependent on the average
velocity, the density of the fluid, the length considered, the hydraulic diameter, and the friction
factor and this friction factor for a square or rectangular channel can be calculated as equation
22.
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The pressure loss for flow varying from Re = 5.5 – 55 was recorded for 1.5mm of length of 4
unique straight channels with dimensions 100μm x 142μm and the resulting data can be seen in
Figure 41.
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Figure 41: 100μm x 142μm Straight Channel Re vs. ∆P
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Examining Figure 41 it can be seen that all of the data points lay within the uncertainty values of
the macro scale straight rectangular pipe theory. It should be noted that the main scope of this
research is not to test straight pipes but to examine the difference in pressure loss within diffusers
and nozzles. With this said, the purpose of this straight channel examination was to verify and
validate the experimental process.

A second type of verification/validation test was to test the pressure loss for flow varying from
Re = 8.9 – 89 for 142μm of length of 4 unique straight channels with dimensions 100μm x
50μm. The resulting data can be seen in Figure 42.
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Figure 42: 100μm x 50μm Straight Channel Re vs. ∆P
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Figure 42 clearly shows that pressure losses in a channel with a width of only 50μm are much
less than that predicted by macro theory; these losses don’t even come within a close distance of
the lower uncertainty values. This lower than predicted pressure gradient within straight
channels that have widths less than 100μm examined here has also been seen in Wehking’s
research as well as [14]. Although it is not yet known why the losses in smaller channels tend to
be less than the macro prediction, a simple explanation may be that as the channels become
smaller and smaller the flow becomes more and more molecular as the value of Kn will show. It
is possible that there is a new phenomenon happening in which the closer the flow comes to
being molecular, the lower the amount of physical parameters there are to release energy.
Simply put, frictional losses within straight channel flows are essentially a transfer of energy, or,
the loss of energy from the flow. It is possible that with a decrease in channel size comes a
lower change of energy loss due to the reduced amount of collisions in the fewer amount of
particles flowing in one section. Although Wehking’s results have shown that leakage within the
PDMS wafers may result in a lower pressure differential reading, proper precautions were taken
in order to reduce this from happening and the chances of this happening in such a low Reynolds
number flow are next to zero. Also, repeatability shows to be very good in the data seen in
Figure 41 and Figure 42 so the chances of leakage happening in every test is also very slim.

All of the uncertainty values (bars) shown in previous and preceding data were calculated using a
systematic uncertainty process and these calculations can be seen in Appendix B.
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With the experimental procedure and apparatus properly validated and verified, the results for
the main research topic at hand can be examined and discussed.

4.2 – Diffuser and Nozzle Results

Standard practices in measuring pressure differences within channels that include obstructions
such as bends, diffusers, nozzles, sudden contractions, and sudden expansions is to measure the
high pressure far upstream of the obstruction and measure the low pressure far downstream the
obstruction. By doing this, any types of interference such as separation, vena contractas, or
secondary flows are unnoticed by the transducers allowing a clear pressure drop to be measured.
From this, the major (frictional) losses of the straight channels upstream and downstream can be
added together and subtracted out of the total pressure loss measured by the transducers and the
losses due to the obstruction can then be seen as the losses that are left over. Although this
seems to be the standard in measuring pressure losses and comparing, a different approach was
taken in this research as discussed in the methodology section. The idea behind the macro scale
comparisons is that the flow of interest is a purely laminar flow, which, is not an easy thing to
create in macro scaled flow. Due to the larger magnitudes of Dh in macro scale flow, Reynolds
numbers below 1000 are typically much more difficult to acquire due to the extremely low
velocity necessary. In micro flow, the magnitude of Dh is usually so low that the velocity
required for Reynolds numbers even below 100 are easily attained by the use of syringe pumps.
Because of this purely laminar flow in the research at hand, it will be assumed that the flow
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inside of a diffuser and a nozzle will be fully connected to the walls for a much greater range of
angles than in macro scale flow. Also, this data will be compared to a fully attached macro
assumption meaning that the only losses that the flow will feel are the losses due to friction.
This means that the calculated static pressure difference within a diffuser and a nozzle can be
seen as equation 23 and 24 respectively.

Examining equations 23 and 24 reveals that the static pressure difference within a diffuser and a
nozzle depend on the difference in the kinetic energy, or dynamic pressures, and the frictional
losses due to the walls. It can be seen that the frictional losses are not just a straight forward
equation anymore but an integration of the losses due to the change in the friction factor,
hydraulic diameter, and average velocity in the x-direction. It can also be seen that the frictional
losses within a non separating diffuser flow are the exact same as in a non separating nozzle flow
when the angles of diffusion and contraction are the same and the aspect ratio is also the same.
This is because the length of the diffuser and the nozzle will be equal and the way in which
parameters such as the velocity, friction factor, and the hydraulic diameter change with x are
exactly the same. The same argument can be made for the difference in the dynamic pressure
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because the change in the average velocity within a diffuser will be the exact opposite of that
inside a similar nozzle. This opposite area change within a diffuser and a nozzle is the reason
why the negative sign appears before the dynamic pressure terms in the nozzle calculations.
Intuitively, this makes sense in that as the flow goes from a larger area to a smaller one, the
velocity will speed up and the static pressure will decrease creating essentially a double negative
term for the dynamic pressure difference term therefore making the difference in static pressure
inside of a nozzle always a positive number.

A slightly less intuitive thought is that it is possible for the static pressure at the exit of a diffuser
to be greater than the static pressure at the entrance of it. Although the purpose of a diffuser is to
raise the static pressure, it might be more intuitive to think that the static pressure is the driving
factor in the flow and that this difference cannot be negative or else the flow will be in the
reverse direction. This is clearly not the case when inspecting equation 23 and assuming a fully
attached flow. There will be a fighting between the frictional losses and the differences in the
dynamic pressure and in some cases the dynamic pressure gradient will win creating a negative
static pressure loss. Re-arranging this equation to deal with total pressure losses will result in the
more intuitive positive total pressure loss. This means that the total pressure is the driving force
within a diffuser flow and not the static pressure.

A second type of macro scale comparison that will be done will be data found in [10] which is
only good for Re < 50 and total diffusion and contraction angles of less than 40o. These K
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values will be used in place of the frictional losses in equations 23 and 24 for a second
comparison within these allowed ranges.

As with previous thesis research like Hansel’s, the amount of data for minor losses through
obstructions for very low Reynolds numbers is very limited. [10] seems to be the only published
data found with K values for diffusers and nozzles with flow less than Re = 1000. Due to the
limited amount of data, all micro scaled data found in this research will be compared to either the
fully attached macro equations (equations 23, and 24) or the modified versions of these equations
with K in place of the frictional losses.

The first data examined will be that of the flow through a diffuser and nozzle with half angles of
5o, and leg lengths of 142μm. The throat dimensions and flow ranges of these channels are
100μm x 50μm and Re = 8.9 – 89. All data examined form here on will deal with channel’s
having constant throat parameters of 100μm x 50μm, and Re = 8.9 – 89. Figure 43 shows the
experimental data of this particular diffuser plotted along with theory plots for fully attached
assumptions (friction loss) and Idelchik’s K values.
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Figure 43: Diffuser HA of 5o, Re vs. ∆P

Examining Figure 43 it can be seen that the trend of a lower pressure gradient for all Reynolds
numbers is achieved as it was in the 50 micron straight channel data. It does seem that the
estimation given by Idelchik comes a little closer to the experimental as the data does not even fit
inside of the lower portion of the uncertainty values. This is at least consistent with the idea that
in small channels such as this, the amount of available energy to be lost is small so that the
pressure losses are smaller than expected. Figure 44 is a plot of Re vs. static pressure loss for a
nozzle with a HA of 5o, leg length of 142 micron, throat dimensions of 100μm x 50μm and a
throat Reynolds number range of Re = 8.9 – 89.
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Figure 44: Nozzle HA of 5o, Re vs. ∆P

As with the data in Figure 43, Figure 44 shows the same trend of a lower pressure gradient for all
values of Re. Here, the frictional loss assumption and Idelchik’s approximations are similar;
these two theory plots are even more similar than in the case of diffuser flow with the same
physical and flow parameters. This makes sense in that the flow through a nozzle is much more
behaved than that of a diffuser and the assumption of a full attached flow tends to match
Idelchik’s measurements. Regardless of the similarities in the theoretical predictions, the
pressure loss examined in the experimental data, again, does not reach even the lowers point of
uncertainty.
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In both Figure 43 and Figure 44 any type of separation or vena contractas formed inside of the
flow would have been recognized by the pressure transducers in that the transducer placement
was in such a way that they would be situated inside of the re-circulation zones. The question of
whether either of these flows has separated or not is something that will be discussed later on.
Figure 45 and Figure 46 are plots of diffuser and nozzle flow pressure losses for channels with
throat parameters of 100μm x 50μm, Re = 8.9 – 89, a leg length of 142 microns, and a HA of
10o.
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Figure 45: Diffuser HA of 10o, Re vs. ∆P
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Figure 46: Nozzle HA of 10o, Re vs. ∆P

Here, the data for the diffuser seems to have taken a small turn in a different direction. The
assumption of fully attached flow and Idelchik’s approximations both contain a trend where the
static pressure increase not only begins to overcome the frictional losses, but in terms of
Idelchik’s approximations, becomes negative. The experimental data originally is inside of the
upper uncertainty of the fully attached assumption line but gradually moves in a positive
direction meaning an increase in static pressure loss. Here, there seems to be either a separation
of the flow where the low port pressure transducer is reading a much lower pressure than that of
the 5o HA diffuser or there is some type of molecular phenomenon appearing. In order to fully
understand this, a look into a few more diffusers would need to be done. A similar trend is seen
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in Figure 46 where the pressure losses are less than predicted and the curve of the data seems to
follow that of the fully attached assumption and Idelchik’s approximations.

Figure 47 and Figure 48 are plots of diffuser and nozzle flow pressure losses for channels with
throat parameters of 100μm x 50μm, Re = 8.9 – 89, a leg length of 142 microns, and a HA of
15o.
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Figure 47: Diffuser HA of 15o, Re vs. ∆P
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80

Just as the data in Figure 45 behaved, Figure 47 shows that the pressure losses increase as Re is
increased until a certain point where it seems as though the values of pressure difference decide
to start dropping. The scatter in the data around Re = 80 does not allow a good view of whether
or not the curve of losses takes a negative slope or not so further diffuser data needed to be
examined.
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Figure 48: Nozzle HA of 15o, Re vs. ∆P
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As expected, the flow through a nozzle with a HA = 15o follows the same trend as the nozzle
flow with HA = 5o and 10o. There is a constant trend of lower pressure losses for all Reynolds
numbers and a similar curve as predicted from both macro theory methods.

Appendix C includes additional plots for diffuser and nozzle flow for HA = 20o – 45o. From an
examination of these plots and the data that they include, it can be seen that nozzle flow within
the range of HA = 5o – 45o has a similar trend of following the curve of the two predicted
methods with a negative y translation. It seems safe to say that in this region there is a
phenomenon of decreasing available energy to be lost when a channel moves from a larger area
of flow into a smaller area flow when the smaller area is below the critical width of around 1 –
100 micron. The opposite can be said for diffuser flow. Examining the data in Appendix C for
diffuseras with HA = 20o – 45o it can be seen that as the half angle increases, the transition from
a positive pressure loss slope to a negative pressure loss slope appears at a lower value of Re.
Although the appearance of a static pressure recovery like this tends to lead to the assumption of
a non-separated flow (or fully attached) flow, the data in no way matches the fully attached
prediction. There seems to be an opposite effect in diffusers then in nozzles in the micro level in
that there appears to be an increase in available energy loss as the magnitude of the half angle
increases. This unintuitive phenomenon is similar to that in supersonic flow where velocity will
increase due to an increase in area. It seems possible that not only is there an increase in the
static pressure recovery but an increase in the available energy, therefore, an increase in the
pressure losses as a whole.
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Figure 49 is a plot of the static pressure losses in a diffuser with throat parameters of 100μm x
50μm, Re = 8.9 – 89, a leg length of 142 microns, and a HA of 50o.
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Figure 49: Diffuser HA of 50o, Re vs. ∆P

An interesting change in the behavior of the pressure losses occurs at what seems to be a type of
critical half angle. Observing Figure 49 it can be seen that there is no longer any chance of static
pressure recovery and that there is an almost linear increase in the pressure losses as the
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Reynolds number increases. The additional plots of diffuser flow in Appendix C show similar
trends where the pressure losses inside of diffusers with half of HA = 55o – 90o increase as Re
increases. It is possible that the low port pressure transducer may be reading a recirculation zone
that is increasing in magnitude as the half angle increases. It is also worth noting at this point
that the data given by Idelchik is only valid for Re ≤ 50 and for HA ≤ 20 and this is why it does
not appear in certain figures or sections of figures. Figure 50 shows the data for the similar
nozzle.
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Figure 50: Nozzle HA of 50o, Re vs. ∆P
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Here, it can be seen that the pressure losses inside of a nozzle have increased dramatically.
Again, there is a similar trend in the curve but the differences still do not lay inside of any
uncertainty bars. Due to this questionable data in the range of HA = 50o – 90o, the data was
plotted as the static pressure loss vs. HA and this can be seen in Figure 51 for Re = 100.
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Figure 51: Diffuser Re = 89, HA vs. ∆P

Observing Figure 51, there does seem to be a critical half angle at around 50o. At this point, the
pressure losses in the diffuser data for Re = 100 jump up a substantial amount and from there on,
the data is very unstable. This could be the beginning of undeveloped separation within the flow
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or simply a fully developed separation that changes in unknown magnitudes as the half angle
increases. Similar data for Re = 8.9 – 80.1 can be seen in Appendix C. Examining the data in
Appendix C as well as Figure 51, there is a similar trend of an exponentially decreasing pressure
loss inside of a diffuser until HA = 50o where the flow seems to separate and create a increased
unstable pressure loss.

Figure 52 is a similar plot but for nozzle flow. The same trend seems to be happening here
where there is a decrease in the pressure losses until about HA = 50o. Appendix C contains
additional nozzle flow plots of this sort which all agree with Figure 52.
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Figure 52: Nozzle Re = 89, HA vs. ∆P
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Analyzing this data as a whole, there appears to be a new phenomenon existing within flow
through micro diffusers and nozzles. When the half angle of diffusion/contraction is less than ≈
50o diffuser flow tends to have a larger magnitude of pressure loss than predicted macro values
as well as a less steep change in the slope due to static pressure recovery. Within this range,
flow inside of nozzles tends to have a smaller magnitude of pressure loss than predicted macro
values but with a curve that generally agrees with macro theory. In a different view, diffuser
flow within this range does seem to have an exponentially decreasing value of static pressure
loss as the half angle increases towards 50o while nozzle flow has a more linear decrease as HA
increases. This all seems to relate to the idea that as a flow area increases in micro flow, energy
is gained from an increase in the allowable amount of molecules to exist downstream. The exact
opposite seems to be true in the case of nozzle flow. Due to this increase/decrease in allowable
energy, the allowable pressure losses seem to either increase or decrease respectively. After the
HA = 50o mark, pressure losses in both diffusers and nozzles seems very unstable and further
research should be done in order to understand this in more depth. These unstable pressure
losses seem to be the result of separation inside of the diffuser flow and a vena contraction
creation in the nozzle flow.

By analyzing the data presented in Figure 51, Figure 52, and other similar data for pressure loss
vs. half angles, there seems to be a trend in the region of 5o – 45o for both nozzle and diffuser
data. By deleting the 0o data and any data from 50o and above a suitable trend line could be fit to
both the diffuser and nozzle data within this range for all values of Re. A logarithmic and
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second-order trend were fit to this diffuser and nozzle data respectively and the equations of
these trend lines were of the following forms:

1. Diffuser Trend Line Form (5o – 45o HA):

Aln(θ) + B

2. Nozzle Trend Line Form (5o – 45o HA):

Cθ2 + Dθ + E

Here, A, B, C, D, and E are coefficients that are most likely dependent on Re. Because Re is a
changing value, the values of A – E are also changing and the dependence of these coefficients
on Re needed to be found. In order to do this, the 10 values of A, B, C, D, and E were plotted
against Re and a clear trend was noticed and a curve was fit to these plots. The equations of the
curve fits for A – E vs. Re were then placed back into A – E respectively and these newly found
equations were plotted against the data found revealing an accurate fit. The newly found
empirical equations for pressure loss in micro diffusers and nozzles can be seen below.

Diffusers :

Nozzles:
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These two new empirical equations for micro diffuser and nozzle flow are limited to the
following conditions:

1. Steady, Fully Developed Distilled Water Flow.
2. Throat Dimensions of 50 x 100 micron
3. Leg Lengths of 142 Micron
4. Reynolds Numbers of 8.9 – 89
5. Half Angle Range of 5o – 45o
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION

Though muorifluidics is a well recognized and well studied field in this day in age, little has been
done outside of the investigation of straight channels flow characteristics. In order to design
things such as micro pumping systems, and possible self propelled drug delivery systems, flow
through micro diffusers and nozzles needs to be well understood. A solid knowledge foundation
of flow separation, major and minor pressure losses, and static pressure recovery within diffuser
and nozzle flow requires a well put together, user friendly testing system that can repeatedly
acquire accurate data. With such a system, micro channels known to obey macro theory can be
tested to validate any types of data that is not well understood like the data recorded for the flow
across micro diffusers and nozzles.

The research discussed within this thesis included the testing of not only square profiled straight
channels, but the more intriguing square profiled diffusers and nozzles. The diffusers and
nozzles tested were all of a constant throat dimension of 100μm x 50μm with constant leg
lengths of 142μm. Each diffuser and nozzle tested varied as HA = 5o – 90o in increments of 5o
and each HA increment was tested with throat Reynolds number of Re = 8.9 – 89 in increments
of 8.9. The two straight channels tested were of the dimensions 100μm x 142μm and 100μm x
50μm and these channels along with the diffuser and nozzle channels were fabricated using
PDMS soft lithography. In order to properly deliver an accurate amount of flow in the desired
increments, a programmable syringe pump was used. Six ports were pre-cut into the fabricated
PDMS diffuser/nozzle channels allowing for an entrance and exit of flow as well as two high
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pressure ports and two low pressure ports. With this setup, the pressure losses across the diffuser
and nozzle portions of the fabricated channels could be tested simultaneously using 1 and 2 way
2 and 1 psi pressure transducers respectively. The process involved in the testing procedure
involved a cleaning of the channels by inserting a hypodermic needed plumed to the syringe
pump into the entrance port of the channel and allowing water to flow out of all of the other five
channels before inserting another needle. By following this process, while constantly applying a
flow of water through the needle being inserted, all bubbles were avoided. The avoidance of
bubbles was an important part of the experimental procedure in that the presence of bubbles
created yet another obstruction that would ultimately disturb the flow and skew the overall
results.

To allow for a nice clear picture of the overall trends in data, numerous amount of testing per
channel needed to be done. With each of the 19 HA varied channels consisting of 1 diffuser and
1 nozzle, 76 diffusers and 76 nozzles were tested for each of the values of Re in the flow range
given; this ultimately means that for every HA varied channel tested, three other unique channels
with the same HA were tested for repeatability and averaging purposes. This is also true for the
two straight channels tested. Data for the 100μm x 142μm rectangular channels resulted in an
agreement with straight pipe macro flow as expected, however, data for the 100μm x 50μm
rectangular straight channels resulted in a lower pressure difference then macro theory
predictions, clearly outside of the uncertainty values, for every value of Re. As a result, it
appears that there is a critical dimension within straight micro channels where there is a decrease
in available energy due to the minute size of flow area and pressure losses can not possible reach
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those examined in macro scaled flow. Further research in low Reynolds number flow
characteristics within straight channels that have dimensions less than 100μm should be done in
order to further verify this possible phenomenon.

Observing the data for flow through the varied HA diffusers and nozzles a list of findings can be
made:

1. A critical diffuser and nozzle HA can be examined within the area of 50o. At this critical
HA, flow separation inside of the diffuser and the appearance of a vena contracta directly
after the nozzle exit seem to exist due to the extreme jump in the static pressure loss.
Directly after this critical point, pressure difference and most likely flow profiles in
general are erratic and seemingly unpredictable. This could have something to with
unstable separation magnitudes that change not only with time, but with aspect ratio
increases.
2. From HA = 0o – 45o there appears to be an exponentially decreasing trend in the static
pressure loss within diffusers of all Reynolds numbers and a more linear static pressure
drop within nozzles.
3. Flow through micro diffusers below the so called critical point discussed has a rather
interesting trend that can only be described by what seems to be a new type of micro flow
phenomenon. Like what seems to be a decrease in available energy inside of smaller
dimensioned straight channels, an unintuitive presence of increasing available energy due
to the increase in the flow area inside of a micro diffuser is appearing. Through this
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increase in available energy within diffuser flow, an increase in pressure losses can be
seen as the pressure losses acquired from experiments overcome the predicted values of
pressure loss.
4. The opposite effect of available energy is showing up within nozzle flow. As the flow
area inside of a nozzle decreases, there tends to be a decrease in available energy
resulting in less of a pressure loss then macro theory predicts.
5. New empirical equations were found for distilled water flow through micro diffusers and
nozzles with throat dimensions of 50 x 100 micron, half angle and Reynolds number
ranges of 5o – 45o and 8.9 – 89 respectively, and leg lengths of 142 microns.

The unintuitive explanations as to why pressure losses within the tested micro diffusers and
nozzles behave the way that they due seems very similar to large scale supersonic flow where
things like increases and decreases in velocity appear in opposite situations that they would
normally in subsonic flow. Further research should be done around the so called critical HA
point in order to further verify that this point has some significance. In addition to this, more
research in general should be done in the sub field of micro diffuser and nozzle flow in order to
fully understand why such phenomenons are happening. There is great hope that the data
presented in this thesis will not only bring more minds into the field of microfluidics, but will
tweak the minds of people currently doing research in the field and hopefully bring their efforts
closer to the discovery of new micro diffuser and nozzle findings, even if these findings prove
the data presented here wrong. As with most researchers, the ultimate goal is to either find
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something new or prove someone wrong and both of these things will only lead to more
fascinating and useful information in the field of microfluidics.
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APPENDIX A: CHANNEL/FLOW PROPERTY CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX B: UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
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APPENDIX C: ADDITIONAL PLOTS
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APPENDIX D: MATHCAD AND PUMPING CODE
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This MathCAD program is used to calculate the
theoretical values of the total static pressure loss
through the micro diffusers/nozzles for every
half angle and Reynolds number.
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This pumping program is used in WinPumpControl to control the pumping flow rates used in
each experiment.

dia 12.7
al 0
bp 0
PF 0
;****************1
phase START
fun rat
rat 100 mh
vol 3333
dir inf
;***Withdraw***2
phase
fun rat
rat 300 mh
vol 3333
dir wdr
;****************3
phase
fun rat
rat 12.1 mh
vol 1227
dir inf
;****************4
phase
fun pas 90
;****************5
phase
fun rat
rat 2.42 mh
vol 403
dir inf
;****************6
phase
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fun pas 90
;****************7
phase
fun rat
rat 4.84 mh
vol 807
dir inf
;****************8
phase
fun pas 90
;****************9
phase
fun rat
rat 7.26 mh
vol 1210
dir inf
;****************10
phase
fun pas 90
;****************11
phase
fun rat
rat 9.68 mh
vol 1613
dir inf
;***Withdraw***12
phase
fun rat
rat 300 mh
vol 4533
dir wdr
;****************13
phase
fun pas 90
;****************14
phase
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fun rat
rat 12.1 mh
vol 2020
dir inf
;****************15
phase
fun pas 90
;****************16
phase
fun rat
rat 14.52 mh
vol 2420
dir inf
;***Withdraw***17
phase
fun rat
rat 300 mh
vol 4436
dir wdr
;****************18
phase
fun pas 90
;****************19
phase
fun rat
rat 16.94 mh
vol 2823
dir inf
;***Withdraw***20
phase
fun rat
rat 300 mh
vol 2823
dir wdr
;****************21
phase
fun pas 90
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;****************22
phase
fun rat
rat 19.36 mh
vol 3226
dir inf
;***Withdraw***23
phase
fun rat
rat 300 mh
vol 3226
dir wdr
;****************24
phase
fun pas 90
;***************25
phase
fun rat
rat 21.78 mh
vol 3630
dir inf
;***Withdraw***26
phase
fun rat
rat 300 mh
vol 3630
dir wdr
;****************27
phase
fun pas 90
;****************28
phase
fun rat
rat 24.2 mh
vol 4033
dir inf
;***Withdraw***29
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phase
fun rat
rat 300 mh
vol 4033
dir wdr
;****************30
phase
fun stp
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